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Book yourself in for a  
complimentary 30 minute  

finance breakthrough 
session

Or call us on 0800 169 1499

Choose from one of the following topics  
and email us at info@thefdcentre.co.uk with  

your chosen topic in the subject line and  
suggest a time you’d like to talk:

Exit Planning 
Cash Flow Management

Funding 
Profit Improvement

Reporting 
Getting the most from your bank 

case study Pet Munchies
Interview with Suzanne Rothman (Founder)

Interview with Penny Coppin (CEO) mentions her son Thomas Coppin (Director).

What does Pet Munchies do? 
Pet Munchies provides premium, gourmet treats for cats and dogs. Every product  
is made with 100% natural quality human-grade meat and fish. I founded the company 
back in 2008 with just five varieties of treats. Now, we have 38 varieties of treats.  
Pet Munchies has received six awards for quality and excellence in the past two years. 
This is because not only do we make our treats from human-grade meat but they’re all 
low-fat and free from artificial ingredients. We only use the breast meat in our chicken 
and duck treats, for instance, to ensure they’re low in fat. So many dogs and cats have 
food intolerances, so we offer a selection of treats that are grain- and gluten-free,  
and cereal-free, and low-fat and low-salt.

 It’s probably one of the best things our company has done!

Why did you specifically choose The FD Centre? 
Pet Munchies was growing at such a phenomenal rate! We had accountants, but we 
weren’t in the position to afford a full-time Finance Director. Somebody mentioned 
The FD Centre, and it was absolutely the perfect fit for Pet Munchies! We hadn’t had 
someone properly look at our cash flow, and I wanted someone to put things in black 
and white. The company needed re-structuring, and I wasn’t sure where to start…
Luckily, The FD Centre provided us with an FD who was passionate about the 
 business and understood what we were about. 
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What specific benefits did you see in taking on a 
part-time FD over a full-time resource?
I wanted somebody good and who I could really trust. I needed 
someone who could analyse the business and help us plan the way 
forward, but I knew I couldn’t afford a full-time FD. I didn’t want a 
bookkeeper either. When I heard you could hire a part-time FD, I 
knew it was exactly what we needed—someone who was there when 
you needed them to answer all your questions at an affordable price. 

I can’t tell you how fantastic it’s been to me to have somebody that 
I could speak with to come to meetings because there’s a lot of 
finance things I do not understand. Every day is a learning curve, 
and I now have somebody who can guide our company. This gives 
me the confidence to take the next step.

Which areas in your finance function were  
you most looking for support with? 
We were looking for support with our planning, restructuring, and 
cash flow. We were very busy and growing very quickly. We wanted 

to make sure we’re doing everything right to help with the 
profit margins. We also wanted to know where we could 
make savings. David makes everything transparent to me 
and gives me the confidence to take the next step and sleep 
better at night.

How has having your part-time FD specifically 
benefitted your business? 
He’s been beneficial in every single way! I can sleep well at  
night now, knowing that David is on hand and that I have 
support. It also helps to know that I am doing the right thing. 
He’s helping me to plan to grow the business and make 
investments in manufacturing and people. 

How has it affected your confidence in the  
future of the business knowing you have an  
FD Centre FD on the team? 
10/10. It has increased my confidence tremendously. 
 I didn’t really have confidence before, and now I feel I  
have a great person guiding us to the next level. 

What message would you have for other 
businesses who are considering taking on  
a part-time FD? 
It’s probably one of the best things our company has  
done! It helps to be reminded of the need to be prudent 
about costs when you want to do things. It is having that 
expert advice which is one of the most important things a 
business should have. 

Is there anything else you would like to add? 
I was spending too much time on the accounts: what  
would take me two days to do, an FD can do in one  
hour! So, FDs are definitely worth their weight in gold.
 


